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THE AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTM
Oil AliERICAlI RAILROADS.
I. lUTRODUGTIOH.
PURPOSE. The purpose of this theaia ia to investigate
the reasons for the adoption of the automatic block signal system
as a standard on Aioerioan railroads, and to determine whether or
not it fulfills the various requirements of our modern railroads*
In doing this it will be necessary to narrate the history of the
automatic block signal system, after which will be given a des-
cription of the different block systems in use, concluding with
a comparison of the several systems and a statement concerning
the present and future status of the automatic block system in
America.
SCOPE. In narrating the history of the subject it
will be the object, first, to recall the early progress in rail-
road signaling, not limiting the discussion to this country alone,
but granting liberal attention to foreign countries; second, to
show the development of the system in America to meet the various
needs of the railroads; and third, to mention the legal steps
which have been taken to keep apace with the corresponding engin-
eering progress of the age.
The history of the subject will be followed by a descrip-
tion of the various block signal systems in use in the United
States. The operation of the telegraphic-block will be taken
up first, and the ada]ptability and essential details of this par-

2tloular system to modern practice will loe disouBsed. The next
in order will be the oontr oiled manual, whioh divides itself
readily into the two divisions of the staff system and the Sykes
system. The operation of the staff system will be explained, and
its peculiar advantages brought out. Under this same head will
be noted the Sykes system, an explanation being offered of the
machine used and the operation of the system under traffic. Fi-
nally, the automatic block system will be described. The various
operations during the movement of traina will be brought out in
detail, the functions of the several circuits will be shown, and
a few particularly interesting adaptations of the system to pecui
iar conditions will be mentioned.
A comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of
the several systems will follow the description of operation.
The relative cost of installation and maintenance will be given,
although a major part of the discussion will be devoted to the
corresponding effects of the personal equation on the efficiency
of these different methods of blocking. The factors of loyalty
and discipline of the train crews, and the resulting effect upon
efficiency, also will be discussed.
It will be the object of the conclusion to decide
whether the performance of the automatic system warrants its
further adoption in preference to the other block systems.
IMPORTAIIGS. Block signaling, in some form, has long
been recognized as essential to the safe and efficient operation
of railroad traffic. It is well to realize that in modern rail-
way practice, efficiency of operation is as important a factor

as safety. That is to say that traffic must be moved expedi-
tiously, and with suoh effloienoy that a sufflolent margin of
profit Is left available to enoourage capital to invest in rail-
road enterprises. The railroad must first exist, and it must
be made to transport enough goods and persons to meet the coun-
try's needs. In doing this it is necessary that human life be
conserved as much as possible.
For the great majority of cases some form of a block
signal system is absolutely indispensible. Of course it is con-
ceivable that with a sufficiently large number of tracks, and
with low enough speeds, a type of a permissive form of time-
table schedule could be used whereby trains could meet at stated
stations or sidings to pass or overtake one-another. Such a
type could probably work with a satisfactory degree of safety,
but it would be seriously hampered by the adverse weather condi-
tions, and the sharp curves, tunnels, and grades of our moun-
tainous districts, where it is very difficult for the engine
driver to keep a lookout for obstructions.
As far as the efficiency of such a system is concerned,
however, let us consider the enormous tonnage moving daily
between Hew York and Chicago. On parts of the Hew York Central
alone the daily trains average one a minute for several hours at
a time. What kind of a time-card schedule could be constructed
which would accomodate such a density of traffic on less than a
dozen tracks? Careful thought will emphasize the fact that the
question for our American roads to decide is not, *'Shall we use
block signaling or not?" but that the question is, "What type
of block signaling shall we adopt?"

4II. HISTORY.
The total length of railways in 1830 was 23 miles,
while in 1840 the niimher had increased to E,818. It was during
this deoade that the si^rnal made its real advent into the Amer-
loan railroad field. Considering the fact that 1829 is the year
of the first practical steam locomotive in America, it is appar-
ent that, from the first, the need of block signaling was realized.
The Pennsylvania Railroad Company asserts that the Hewoastle and
Prenchtown Railroad installed the first form of block in America,
This road, which is now a part of the Pennsylvania system, was
about 20 miles long. It appears that there were five stations
on the road, and that at each station was located a pole and
ball arrangement. Y/hen an operator wished to signal that a train
had left his station, and that all was well, he raised a white
ball to the top of his pole . The next operator saw the ball
through his telescope, and sent the news on by putting his own
white ball at half mast. A black ball served to convey news of
interruptions to service. The system was probably not extensive-
ly adopted; at any rate, there ia little information obtainable
concerning it.
The inherent advantages of telegraphy were destined
to place it in an indispensable place in the railroad world, and,
as England was the scene of intense inventive activity in this
direction, the English railways early took a prominent place in
the development of telegraphy and, later, in its application to
signaling.
It is stated upon good authority that in December, 1839,

5the Great Western Railway of England announced the passage of
its trains between Paddlngton and V/eot Drayton by telegraphy
this apparently being the first noteworthy applloation of elec-
tricity to the conveyance of railroad messages. The development
which followed is, possibly, quite interesting.
The original conductors consisted of copper wires
running a few inches above the ground along the railway. This
arrangement gave place to the telegraph poles in 1842. Two years
later William P. Cocke advanced a system for Indicating the loca-
tion of trains. He had several magnetic needles at each station,
and the position of these needles served as an indication of the
position of the train in question, but the large number of separ-
ate circuits and needles required emphasized the awkwardness of
the plan. Some little while later the London and Northwestern
adopted a simplified arrangement of the Cooke plan. The number
of circuits was reduced to three, two for a double needle, and
one for an alarm bell.
It is important to note that the first signal systems
were prone to use a time interval as a unit, by holding a train
up until five or ten minutes had elapsed since the last train
had gone in that particular direction. The limit to both the
safety and the capacity of traffic under such a method is probably
self-evident. In the application of this modified form of the
Cooke plan, however, the unit was changed from the time to the
distance, the trains now being kept a specified distance apart
by the use of the block.
In 1852, the year in which Chicago was reached by the
================

6westward extension of the railroads across Indiana, Mr, Tyler
of England Invented his first hlook signal instriiraent . As first
devised this Instrument was automatic. The passage of the train
past a point established two circuits by means of the rail de-
pressing under the train. One circuit sent the signal at that
point to ''line occupied," while the other circuit sent the pre-
ceding signal to "line clear." The establishment of these cir-
cuits by the depression of the rail soon gave place to a manual
system where the operation was done by hand. It is stated that
the system was adopted by several Scottish and English railroads.
Activity in the various branches of signaling now became lax for
a number of years, and it was not until after the Civil War in
the United States that any material advances or changes took place.
It is stated that the Eew York and Philadelphia Division
of the United Railroads of Hew Jersey installed the telegraphic
block in 1865. The system had certain disadvantages, and in
spite of its widespread adoption it was the basis of diversified
investigation.
About this time inventors were laboring industriously
on the automatic block. The chief among these workers, perhaps,
was Thomas S. Hall. He was a native of Connecticut. Most of
his work was done in Hew England. In 1871, about six years after
the installation of the first telegraphic block. Hall introduced
the first successful automatic block system in this country. The
first form was constructed with a wire circuit as a basis. The
passage of a train by a certain point threw a lever at that place
by means of the car wheels, and a circuit was thus established
which sent a nearby signal to danger. After the train had passed

7the point, the lever sprang back to Its normal position, the
signal circuit was broken, and the signal indicator was held at
danger until the train had left the block which it was just enter-
ing when the signal fell to danger.
In 1873 a system was tried which used the axles of the
cars as circuit closers, while two years later the deflection of
rails was depended upon to close the circuit. All of these sys-
tems, however, have since become obsolete, and one authority at-
tributes the reason to the fact that since each method used a wire
circuit, the induced currents from electric storms threw the sig-
nals to clear and thus introduced a remarkable degree of tmcer-
tainty.
For a few years previous to 1875 Spang did considerable
work in his effort to combine a track circuit and an electro-
magnet in one system, for he thought he recognized in such a com-
bination a chance for eliminating the disadvantages of the wire
circuits. He proposed to use regular track circuits, which should
be short-circuited through the axles by the passage of a train.
This shunting of the battery circuit from the electro-magnet
caused a movement of the magnet and a resulting establishment
of a local circuit, which moved the signal. The indicating medium
was an enclosed disc of the banjo type, the semaphore not being in
extensive use at that time. In 1872 Robinson conceived of a con-
stantly closed track circuit using a gravity battery, and after
seven years of trial and development he induced the Boston and
Maine Railroad to use it on a part of their Fitohburg division.
In 1875 an Englishman by the name of Sykes invented

8the lock and blook system. It la a form of the controlled
manual system, the operator at each block throwing his own
signals. The apparatus at the signal lever was so constructed
that the operator at the next block could electrically lock
the first man*s signal if he knew there was a train in the
block. So very successful have been some forms of this system
that several roads with dense traffic are still using it to a
large extent.
During 1880 to 1890, in which decade the United States
opened the great est extension of railway mileage which the world
has ever witnessed, the electro-pneumatic system was brought
forward and perfected. It is extensively used on the Pennsyl-
vania and other roads on terminal work. In 1897 efficient
electric motors were developed which could run on a low voltage,
and about the same time economical types of primary batteries
were introduced. The result was that the electric semaphore
proved a distinct success and it has come to be the standard
indicator in practically all block signal systems.

9III. DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIOUS BLOCK
SIGNAL SYSTEI-IS.
TSLEGEAPHIC BLOCK, Any block signal syatem in
which the operator moves the signals by hand is called a "manual
block system." Should the syatem be under the control of another
operator so that the first operator is not at liberty to move
his signal at will, the signal system is called the "controlled
manual." Y/here the first operator merely requires the permis-
sion to act from another operator, the system is called the
manual block system. Since the telegraphic block system is the
simplest in operation, and generally the easiest understood,
a limited amount of description should suffice to give a clear
understandi Tig of the subject.
Let us assume that a single track road rmming across
the country has three adjacent stations. These stations are
named Skyland, Fielding and Klghgate, the above order being
observed in traveling from Skyland westward along the line.
The distance between successive stations is probably four miles.
In order to operate traffic under a telegraphic block system,
wire communication ia established along the route whereby orders
may be sent from one operator to the dispatcher, or to another
operator. At the end of each block are located home and dis-
tance signals, and a station house in which are located the
levers controlling these signals. Part of the station house is
used as the operator's office.
As a train comes westward and approaches the Fielding
station it whistles. The operator at Fielding telephones or
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telegraphs to Highgate, the next station v/est, that a train is
approaching Fielding from Skyland, and asTcs for clearance of the
train from Fielding to Highgate. The operator at Highgate recalls
whether there are any trains between Highgate and Fielding, and
if he is confident that there is not, he gives clearance to the
train approaching Fielding. The operator at Fielding throvi^s his
signal to clear, and the train enters the block v/ithout stopping
at Fielding. As soon as the train is in the block, the signal is
put at danger so no more trains will enter. The operator at Field-
ing then wires the station at Skyland, the operator at the east
end of the block, that the train has come out of the block between
them. As soon as the train has gone the operator at Fielding fills
out a blank form stating time of arrival and departure of train,
train number and minor details.
The telegraphic bell is one deviation from the above
system. In this system all of the movements of trains are com^
municated by the use of bells. A standard oode of signals is
used throughout the line. The many combinations of long and
short rings possible afford an opportunity to give almost any
order by bells. As a train goes past a signal station, the oper-
ator may detect that there are no flags or lights on the rear end»
He immediately knows that something is wrong, and he wires the
operator ahead a given combination of rings which indicates that
the rear signals on the last car are gone. The code even fur-
nishes protection against loosely swinging side-doors on box
oars, and against runaway engines. In short it is sufficiently
broad to meet any conceivable emergency as well as to attend to
the ordinary business of block signaling. A big advantage of
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the telegraphic bell is tlint experience In telegraphy l3 not
required.
Another deviation from the telegraphic block is the
card system. The operator gets permission to give a train the
clear signal into a block direct from the dispatcher. Upon
receiving clearance from the dispatcher he fills out two dupli-
cate cards. Each of these cards la fastened to a hoop, the
home signal is put at "clear", and as the train comes through,
the train crew catch the hoops with the card messages. It is
unnecessary for the train to slow down to less than thirty miles
an hour in order to pick up the hoops. The card gives the train
crew permission to enter the block, and upon corrrpletion of their
run, the engineer and conductor must each have a clearance card
for every block which they went through. The cards can be either
yellow or red. A red card is used when there is a train in the
block already, and caution must be used in proceeding. The
yellow card is used where the block is clear.
It is a strict order that the operator must return to
his wire as soon as the train has gone and send a message of
the train movement to the person who fave permission for 4^
the train to enter the block. The railroad company usually
requires that the number of train, character of makeup, and
time of entering block be entered immediately upon a tabulated
form, furnished to the operator. This furnishes useful data
in the investigation of accidents.

1£
COIJTROLLED IIAIIUAL. The oecond type of a block
signal ayaten is the controlled mtinual. In the telegraphic
block system a certain degree of safety and efficiency of train
operation was secured by putting a check upon the signal man.
This check was the permission from the operator at the further
end of the block, for the operator at the entrance to the
block to clear the entrance signal. Many difficulties, however,
might come up in this connection. The operator at the entrance
was required to secure such permission before he cleared his
signal, but as that was not a complete check, a serious acci-
dent might easily occur before the error was discovered. A mis-
taken order, or a lapse of memory on the part of either operator,
might occur which would result in an accident or delay to traffic.
In order to reduce the application of the personal equation the
controlled manual system was developed.
The controlled manual system differs in this respect
from the telegraphic block system. The check on the correct
position of the signals is a mechanical part of the signals them-
selves. To a considerable extent, then, carelessness in the
operation of the signal is avoided. This check corresponds to
the check in the telegraphic block, for in each case the agree-
ment of two operators is expected for the movement of trains.
The manner of locking and unlocking these signals may be one of
several methods.
Two of the most important of these methods are the
Sykes system and the electric staff system. It is stated that
the Sykes system is the older and the more generally adopted,
so the enumeration of its operation merits first consideration.
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When an operator desires to free the signals at an
adjoining station he pushes a plunger at his ovm station. For
the sake of clearness we will say that the first operator is at
station "B'\ while the second is at station "A". When "B" pushes
the plunger In his instrument, an electric circuit to a machine
at "A", the entrance to the block, is established. This machine
at '*B" is the one that locks the signals.
The electricity frees a catch on the machine and the
lock rod falls from the lock bar, leaving the lock bar free to
move. Suffice it is to state that now the operator at "A" can
throw his signal. Should the operator at "B" release the locks
on the wrong signal at "A'*, the signals are locked in that
wrong position, and the consent of "A" is required before operator
"B" can unlock those particular signals at "A". As soon as the
train enters the block a track circuit is established. This
circuit holds the signal at danger until the train leaves the
block. When the train leaves the block "A-3"
,
passing station
"B", the control of the signals at "A" revert to operator at "B".
Further operation then becomes a repetition of the steps des-
cribed above.
Experience has shown that the Sykes system is not
thoroughly adapted to the varying needs of heavy traffic,
and it has undergone some radical changes in order to meet these
varied demands put upon it. For instance, the Pennsylvania Rail-
road uses it in certain places. On a certain piece of single
track near Cameron, Pennsylvania, it has developed an unique
combination of absolute and permissive blocking. The instru-
ments are so interlocked that while one train is in the block.
i
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another train can not enter from the opposite direction. This
is consistent with the principles of absolute blocking as set
forth in the earlier pages of this treatise. On the other hand,
the machines are wired up to give permissive blocking for "fol-
low-up movements.** Thus, when a train has entered the block and
another train, perhaps a freight, comes up to the entrance to
the block, the operators at each end get into communication
with each other. If both operators are willing, the train ia
permitted to follow the preceding train into the block. Even for
facing movements certain modifications of the Sykes system of
absolute blocking are in use. Thus a train may enter the "exit
end" of a block already occupied, with the intention of pro-
ceeding to a siding where the train first in the block is met.
This becomes a case of permissive blocking, again.
The Sykes machines were adopted for the use of but
one home and one distant signal at each switch. There are,
however, many times^in cases of heavy traffic^ when it is nec-
essary to install a number of switches and crossovers, and under
such conditions a more extended machine is necessary. The Cole-
man lock and block instrument represents such a development.
One of the most extensive adoptions of this system is on the
New York Central lines. Here a system of advance signals was
used in connection with the home signals. As in the operation of
the other controlled manual systems which have a track circuit,
the instant the train passes the entrance to a block the signal
there goes to danger. This signal was formerly at clear, in or-
der to permit the train to enter the block, but it now remains
at danger until the train has cleared the block. When there is
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a swltoh lying between the home and distant signals, it is
wired on a separate oirouit to the machine at the station.
When the switoh is open, this separated oircuit is so connected
up that the home signal, which might otherwise be at clear, is
kept at danger. The home signal is put at danger by shunting
the home signal circuit. The home signal thus drops to danger
by its own weight. Obviously this development may be extended
so that any number of switches can be put on the same special
oircuit, and the opening of any one of the switches would send
the home signal to danger. The Bew York Central Railroad offered
this further modification in its Park Avenue Tunnel in Hew York
City. It used a continuous track circuit instead of the broken
circuit described above. The advance block signals were replaced
by heavy alarm gongs and torpedo machines. This replacement of
the advance block signals was probably not very successful, for
there is no literature describing its practicability.
ELECTRIC TRAIII STAFi^ . The electric train staff is
a very logical development of the earliest form of railroad
signaling. As soon as the early railroads secured enough equip-
ment to have two trains on the same "run", they were confronted
with the problem of operating these two trains in opposite dir-
ections on a single track. When the two trains met, a live
argument arose as to wdiich train should proceed and which should
back up. Several remedies were offered to meet the trouble. One
remedy was to give the train reaching the half-way mark first,
precedence over the other. The paramount disadvantage in such
a system, however, was that a freight train would often make an
express train to back up. A second and more popular method
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consisted of the followlrg:
For eaoh blook there was one talisman, and the train
possessing that talisman had the right to proceed. As this was
before the days of telegraphy, any train was reluctant to start
out on the block without the talisman, for in case of meeting
the train with the talisman it had to hack up»
The development from this early system of the talisman
to the present staff system is an answer made to meet the require-
ments of the increasing volume of traffic. Ihus, with a greater
number of trains going east than west, the talisman would usually
be at the east entrance to the block. A west-bound train could
edways get the talisman without a long wait, if any at all. The
east-bound trains, however, had to make long waits at the entrance
to a block, waiting for one of the few trains in the opposite
direction to return the talisman to their end of the block. One
development to meet this case was the division of the talisman
into several parts. Thus, when a number of trains from the same
direction were held up at the end of a block together, they could
proceed under one train order as soon as the single train from
the other end brought the talisman along. This necessitated
changing the talisman from the shape of a ring about the size of
a horseshoe to that of an iron rod one inch in diameter and twenty
inches long. This rod was now called a staff, and it was div-
isible into several parts as required above. Each one of the
several trains took a part of the staff, and thus the entire num-
ber of trains had precedence over trains from the other direction.
With the introduction of telegraphy, however, some de-
cided advances were possible. It soon became known that not only
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oould magnets at considerable distances be eleotrloally operated
to send messages, but the magnet could also be used to lock and
unlock signal apparatus. We now pass directly to the essential
parts of the modern machine. A machine is located at both "A"
and *'B" , the two ends of the sane block. There is telegraphic
oommunioation between the operators at "A" and **B". The two ma-
chines are so wired together that the electric results explained
below can be obtained.
When a train desires to enter the block "A-B'* at "A",
operator "A" asks permission of '*B". If operator '*B" is confi-
dent that all is well he grants the request. "B'* then moves a
lever in his own machine which unlocks the door of the machine
at "A". Operator "A" can then remove one staff and give it to
the waiting train crew. As soon as the staff is removed, both
instruments are locked, and it is impossible for either operator
to unlock his own, or his neighbor's machine until that removed
staff, which is now in the hands of the train crew, has been
returned to the machine at "A", or else carried on and inserted
in the station at "B".
For the greatest efficiency of operation it is not de-
sirable that the train be required to stop at each station to
pick up the staff. The way to save time is to have the train
coming from "A** drop the staff for block "A-E" out of the cab
window at station "B". At this point he can also pick up the
staff for the next block without stoppirjg. The way to do this
is to put the staff in a leather or rubber case similar to a
bicycle tire. As the train comes along, the enigneer can reach
out and catch the hoop- shaped case on his arm. Evidently the
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size of the raetallio staff must be decreased from its length of
20 inches and dlaneter of 1 inch, if it is going to be safe to
pick it up at thirty miles an hour. The present size resembles a
lead pencil. The development up to this time is really quite
simple, but the system is applicable only to absolute blocking.
In order to meet the question of permissive blocking
some changes were necessary. The principle of a divided staff
was reverted to. In order to give a train a follow-up order, the
operator at the exit end of the block is requested to unlock the
machine at the entrance to the block. A staff is then removed as
before. The end of the staff is shaped like a key, and unlocks
a cabinet of tablets. The first train to enter a block is given
a tablet. The next train to follow it is also given a tablet.
Shis distribution of tablets is continued as long as trains are
granted permissive movement in that direction. The last train to
enter under the permissive block rule takes the remaining tablets
and staff with it. Hot until all of the tablets and the staff
are placed in the machine at the exit end of the block, can either
machine be unlocked.
There are certain conditions which it would be necessary
to meet on some railroads before the above system would be appli-
cable. Let us consider, for instance, the case of a pusher grade
extending part way through a block. When the pusher engine has
reached the top of the grade, it desires to return to the entrance
of the block at the foot of the grade. The train itself, however,
desires to proceed on to the exit of the block. The condition
could be met in this manner. When the operator at the exit end
of the block receives the request, he unlocks the machine at
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the entranoe to the hlook. The operator at the entrance then
takeo out two staffs. One he frlves to the engineer on the
through train and one to the engineer on the helper engine. The
engineer on the through train acts under ordinary orders, giving up
the staff at the exit of the block and proceeding as before. The
helper engine, however, goes to the top of the grade, and then
returns to the entranoe of the block, where the staff is returned*
When each staff has been handed in, but not until then, either
machine can be xmlocked.
In order to meet the problems of open switches along
the line the following roethod is in use. iiach staff acts as a
key for the switches on that particular block, TThen it is de-
sired to open a sivitch the engineer gives the staff to the brake-
man. The brakeman unlocks the switch and opens it. As soon as
he unlocks the switch, however, his staff is fastened in the lock.
As long as the lock remains open, that long will it be impos-
sible for the staff to be removed from the switch. The purpose
of this requirement is to keep all switches closed in front of
a through train on the main line. When the engineer has a staff,
he knows that that staff is the only one out, on the block. He
also knows that a switch lock must have a staff in it in order
to be open. Possessing the staff, as he does, he is confident
that all switches in his block are closed.
One of the most valuable applications of this principle
is in the case of a siding. If a block is pretty long, and there
is a siding halfway through the block, it is often desirable to
send a train as far as the siding and hold it there until another
train passes it. The staffs of any block are duplicates of each
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other only every fifth hlook. It is thus necessary for an engineer
itiat
to carry a staff four bloclcs, in order to find a switoh^it fits.
This safeguard proves effective protection against a malicious
use of the staffs.
In both the train staff system and the Sykes system, the
work of moving the signals is by hand. Here the personal equation
is present, although to a less extent than in the case of the
telegraphic block. If a system could be devised, then, v/here the
operation of the signals would be dependent alone upon the auto-
matic features of the apparatus, with absolutely no regard for
the work of man in its operation, and only turning to man for its
maintenance, we would have an automatic block system. It is an
attempt toward such an end that the automatic block signal system
has been developed.
AUTOllilTIG BLOCK SYSTEM. The automatic block signal
system usually consists of batteries, relays, signals, cxirrent
conductors and the signal movers. The signal mover may be either
cornpreGsed air apparatus, or low voltage motors with correspond-
ing local circuits to operate them. The compressed air system
is called the electro-pneumatic, wdiile the latter system is known
as the all-electric. The current conductor may be either a set
of wires along the telegraph poles, or it may be the rails bonded
together. The most common method is to use a track circuit, where
the rails at each joint are bonded together, producing a con-
nected conductor. This gives a big saving of installation cost
over the method of using wires on the telegraph poles.
An analysis of the majority of automatic block signal
systems will reveal the following essential parts. The "run"
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Is divided into a number of bloolcs from one-half to two milea
in length. At the entrance to the hlook is a relay. The two
parts of the relay are connected to the two rails. Each rail
Joint is "bonded, vAiile all possible places of short circuits
between the two rails of the track are insulated. A battery is
oonnected across the rails at the exit end of the block. V/hen
the current is flovrlng it passes across the battery, along one
rail to the relay, across the relay and back along the other
rail to the battery. When a train comes along it short cir-
cuits the battery, by sending the current between the rails,
tlirough the car wheels and axles in place of through the relay.
This cutting- out of the relay causes the armature to drop, and
establishes a local circuit at that point. If the all-electric
system is used, this local circuit runs a motor, and the motor
runs the signal. In discussing the automatic block system, ex-
planation will be directed to the track circuits, including
relays and batteries; to the signal indicators, touching on both
the senaphone and enclosed disc; and finally to the subject of
signal movers.
The track circuit consists of the rails, the relays
and the batteries. On the average steam railroad the rails are
fastened together by a bolted joint. This joint does not make
a good conductor, for with rusty nuts, or loose bolts the elec-
tric connection between the rails is very poor, and the resis-
tance is so very large as to make joint quite unreliable. It
is customary, therefore, to bridge across the joints by the use
of bonding wires. Bonding wires are fastened from the web or
flange of one rail, across the joint, to the corresponding part
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of the next rail. These wlreo usually consist of material a few
inches longer than the Joint. The wires may be fastened to the
rails "by weldirjg, although the more oommon method on steam roads
is to make the connection with a fit-driven rivet. It is stated
that the track circuits are cheaper to install and maintain andare
more immune from the ravages of lightning and wind, than are
those circuits carried by wires along the telegraph poles. These
advantages alone, probably, are sufficient Justification for the
adoption of the track circuit over the wire circuits.
The batteries used on the track circuits are usually
gravity cells . The gravity cells may be used for a long time
without a large cost. Their circuit, however, must be closed,
for when the gravity cells are left on an open circuit, the con-
stituents of the cell segregate, due to the difference in their
specific gravities, and the strength of the cell is thus seriously
affected. It is not meant to be inferred that the gravity cell
is the only type of cell used on track circuits, for storage
and other forms of primary cells are in use. V/hat is meant to
be eiaphasized is that the cheap cost of maintenance makes it almost
universally adopt ed.
The establishment or breaking of a weak current may be
used to do heavy work, indirectly, by the use of the relay. As
electricity flows through a coil of wire, the coil becomes an
electro-magnet. One side of the coil may become the positive
pole, and one side the negative pole, depending upon the direc-
tion of the current. A relay consists of two coils of this na-
ture. The weak current is sent through these coils and a tempor-
ary magnet is established. As soon as the current is broken.
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the mcignet is also broken. The principle, then, is to put a
pieoe of steel in front of the magnetic coils. When the weak
current goes throu^rh the coil, it acts as a magnet, and draws
the steel bar to it. When the current is broken the steel bar
is jerked back to its original position by a spring. This move-
ment of the iron bar, then, is used to make and break a local
circuit. This local circuit is a stronger circuit than the track
circuit. Another point in connection with the relay is that it
acts as a resistance. It can be shown by mathematical proof
that the greatest value may be obtained from a battery when its
internal resistance equals the external resistance. In order
to bring about this condition, the coils of the relay increase
the track circuit resistance until it equals the resistance of
the battery.
Following quite logically upon the subject of the
track circuits comes the explanation of the "signal movers".
Due to the fact that this term is hardly a technical one, it
will be defined. The movement of the signal indications is
not usually done directly by the track circuits, as was alluded
to in the preceding pages. There is either an electric motor,
or an engine of some description, which throws the signal. The
term "signal mover", then, may loosely be defined as the appar-
atus which is used directly to throw the signal. The electro-
pneumatic will be the first form discussed.
In the electro-pneumatic system the power to pperate
the signals is either air, or gas. The principle is this: Upon
the movement of the armature of the relay, caused by certain
movements of the train in the block, the signal indication is

required to be changed. A pin-valve fastened to the movable
armature opens as the armature moves. The opening of this pin-
valve closes the exhaust valve of the apparatus, and simultan-
eously admits air into a cylinder. The piston within this
cylinder is stationary, but the cylinder is movable. Therefore,
with this increase of pressure within the cylinder, the cylinder
moves, and in moving changes the indication of the signals to
vdiich it is fastened.
If it is required to have a three position signal in
place of a two position signal, two cylinders are used of dif-
ferent sizes. One cylinder fits upon the top of the other one.
By a mechanical device the top cylinder moves the signal from
clear to caution, and the lower cylinder moves the signal from
caution to danger. These two separate movements are used to
keep the indications independent. A failure of the cl^ar indi-
cation sends the signal directly to danger, avoidirog any chance
of the cylinder catching in the caution position.
In the operation of the signal it is very essential
that the apparatus be kept as dry as possible, for a quantity
of water inside of a cylinder would obviously cause slow and
undecided movements. Leak wells are therefore placed along the
pipe lines to collect the condensed moisture.
In the operation of this type of electro-pneumatic
block it is necessary to have a cornpressing station every twenty-
five Siles. This is probably one of the features which encour-
ages its use for terminal practice only.A two- inch iron pipe
is run out from the source as a main. This pipe is often
encased in a wooden protector, and buried underground. Taps
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ar© run from the main to the signals when neoeasary. The prea-
siiro is from sixty-five pounds to eighty pounds, and proves a
large enough force to give decisive movements, a requirement
moat essential to the practice of good signaling.
In the electro-gas system, as stated in the 1911 Sig-
nal Dictionary, the source of power is liquified carbonic acid
gas. This gas comes in a tank under a thousand pounds pressure,
and is reduced by valves to sixty pounds pressure before using.
Each tank contains sufficient gas for several hundred movements.
The tanks come from a central station, and an extra one is kept
at each block to be prepared for an emergency.
The actual operation of the machine is very similar
to the electro-pneumatic. The cylinder and piston are made a
machine fit. The piston is stationary and the cylinder is
movable. This gives a solid cylinder head and avoids the possi-
bility of water getting in from the outside. The high pressure
gas goes through an interesting apparatus to prepare it for
working pressures. In this process of reducing the pressure
from one thousand pounds to seventy pounds, the gas from the
supply tube is turned into the e3?pansion cylinder. The pressure
of the gas as it enters here is kept constant by automatic mech-
anisms. As the pressure decreases the valve automatically intro-
duces a supply from the tank. When the pressure in the expan-
sion tank gets up to the desired value, the valve closes. There
are two gages on the machine, one for high pressure and one for
low pressure. By means of the readings on these instruments the
valves may be adjusted.
We have dealt rather exhaustively upon the electro-
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pneunatio system as a "slenal-mover" . The other type of "signal-
mover", the one in greater use, perhaps, on cross country blocking
la the all-eleotrlo. The track circuit of this system is the
same as that of the eleotro-pneumatio . Upon the movement of the
armature In the relay, however, in place of a pin valve helng
opened, an electric circuit, called the local circuit, is closed.
The energy of the local circuit comes from primary
batteries, as a rule. This current is considerably stronger
than the track circuit. The voltage needed to overcome resis-
tance is also greater, and the cells are, therefore, connected
in series.
The local circuit consists of a relay, a motor, a
set of batteries and the accompanying wires. There are several
types of motor which can be used, but from the nature of the
source of power, it is most economical to use a low voltage
machine, usually about ten volts.
The mechanism may be either at the top of the mast,
or at the bottom. Opinion is divided concerning the relative
qualities of the two systems. It is fairly certain that with
the mechanism at the top of the mast there is less lost motion
during the movement of the signals, while the base-of-mast meth-
od offers the advantage of facility of maintenance. There is
a variation in the number of batteries used on the signal cir-
cuit. Sometimes as many as twelve are used, although eight ia
an average number. If the circuit is not too long, the track
circuit can be used to operate the signal. This applies to a
single home signal, however.
The signal indication may be one of several forms.
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although the enclosed disc, or the semaphore, is usually adopted.
Since the semphore is a position signal, while the disc is a
color signal, the former is usually preferred. Ihe semaphore
consists of an arm fastened to the mast. The indication which
the signal conveys is given by the position of the arm. Hori-
zontal represents danger; vertical, clear; and if a three posi-
tion system is used, forty-five degrees to the horizontal repre-
sents caution. Glass discs are set in the counterweight of the
arm, and the night indication is given by the reflection of a
lantern through these differently colored glasses.
The disc signal, on the other hand, is a strictly color
signal. There is a round hole, about eighteen inches in diam-
eter, in a box shaped like a banjo. Inside of the box are several
discs, or movable arms. These arms are circular; and by their
movement, which is actuated similarly to the movement of the
semaphore arms, the indications are given. When there is no disc
in front of the hole, the white back of the box is shown, and the
signal is clear. The danger or the caution signal is given by
the corresponding color disc being moved in front of the hole.
It might be said that the disc is made by stretching a piece of
colored silk over the ring of the arm. The danger of the glass
over the hole getting covered with wet snow, or of the sun re-
flecting on the glass in such a way as to cloud the view, are the
distinct disadvantages of the system.
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lY. COMPARISOII OF THE VARIOUS SYSTEMS.
Entering directly into the discussion of the tele-
graphic blocli: system as we are now to do, we are immediately
concerned with the question of the personal equation in signaling.
The telegraphic block is peculiarly susceptible to the influence
of the personal equation, both in the giving and in the receiv-
ing of the indication. Before going further, however, let us
consider the meaning of the phrase "personal equation."
In the testing of an electric apparatus, certain data
are first obtained whereby it is possible to foretell the oper-
ation of the machine under varying conditions. With different
values of speed, voltage or current, definite results may be
predicted. The laws of electricity are ao precise that the exact
relation of all variables is positively known. Curves represent-
ing the relation of these variables are called the "characteris-
tic curves" of that particular machine.
On the other hand let us consider the results obtained
by different men when called upon to perform the same problem.
If it is a requirement to report the amount of material in a
yard, the answers will present remarkable variations. One man
may calculate the amount of steel closely, but be quite incor-
rect upon the amount of timber. The next man may vary in another
particular. The various impulses which influence a man in his
decisions or actions, are the things which distinguish that man
from hia neighbor. These variations are the essential character-
istics of his work, and are technically known as his "personal
equation." If he is careless at times, the personal equation is
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oorroapondingly affected.
The analogy with the oharacterlstio curves of the
eleotrlo machines should be apparent. This seemingly lengthy
discussion of the personal equation can be justified on the
grounds that the relative merits of the various systems of sig-
naling are greatly affected by the extent of the application of
this "personal equation."
With the telegraphic block orders are sent back and
forth by wire. In the very first Instance, the order may be
misinterpreted. If an operator receives a long message, he may
be prone to abbreviate it in copying it down. This is espec-
ially true if he did not receive the exact wording of the items.
It is not infrequently stated that new operators, fresh from the
school of some railway office, are proud of their ability to
receive orders, and so they receive as fast as possible, filling
in the details after the communication is over. The seriousness
of such practices can easily be imagined.
The telephone has been sr^gested as a remedy for this
over- confidenee which many operators are inclined to show. Un-
doubtedly, under such a system competition of speed would dis-
appear, and the increasing use of the telephone in train-dis-
patching is indicative of this result.
It is also urged that since the pay of the operator
at the average block station is low, most operators are using
the position as a stepping stone and intend to leave in a short
time. This condition offers continual variation in the routine
of the work, and requires breaking in a new man quite frequently.
The stations may thus be filled with operators of poor or medi-
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oore ability, men who are either not capable of advancing, or,
if oapable, they have not the anbition to merit such progreos.
In either case they may make poor assets to a safe and efficient
operation of railway traffic.
Suppose we replace the telegraph key by the telephone
receiverl Is the condition bettered? As stated above, rivalry
of speedy messages will disappear. On the other hand women
may be employed. The new position may also offer a place for
cripples, men who have become injured in railway service, and
whom the railway is repaying with a "soft job." Finally, the
operators nay be lads v/ho have not acquired the calmness and
experience demanded during busy hours. Thus it is possible
that the new method of communication will introduce help lacking
in experience, in character, or in moral backbone. With all of
these possibilities of weak spots, is it not probable that some
one operator will be unfitted for his job? If he is, v/hat is the
effect on the system? Truly, no block system can be more effi-
cient, or more safe, than its weakest block.
Absolute inattention to work is also possible. If
there are three operators at a station, there will be two off of
duty all of the time. About six o'clock in the evening,
the time when a shift may be made, the two idle men will both
be awake, and, perhaps, there will be fooling in the office.
Knowledge of human nature will emphasize the probability of the
operator becoming inattentive to his work. One careless moment,
and a toll of death and money may result. It is not an infre-
quent thing to see the active operator entering into some heated
argument with the idle man. On several occasions I have seen
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a fast game of "blaok- Jack" played in the office. The operator
on duty had the deal, and it is a wonder that he tended to his
work as well as he did.
At another time an operator had to atop a fast trans-
continental train at the station simply because he did not have
clearance for it. The operator had been repairing his phono-
graph for a minute or two, and he did not realize that the
flier was due so soon. Hardly had the deep tone of the whistle
come rolling down the canyon when the train came around the
curve into full view. An extra worktrain was coming up the grade,
and possibly a serious accident was barely averted.
Even at best we are confronted with these conditions
in considering the telegraphic block system. The operator may
fall asleep at his post, or he may be drunk, or sick, or other-
wise incapable of performing his important duty. One such an
occurrence and a bad accident may result. The telegraphic block
system is really an application of the personal equation to
railroad signaling. The reliability of the first step in sig-
naling, the step of giving the indication, is greatly impaired
in such a system.
The controlled manual offers considerable improvement
over the inherent disadvantages of the telegraphic block. Until
the introduction of this system the permission of the next oper-
ator was given by wire, and there was no effective check upon
the work of either. With the controlled manual system the mech-
anical check of the locking device, as has been explained pre-
viously, makes the operation of the system reasonably safe.
The weak spots in one man's personal equation may not

occur at the same time as those of another man. One man may be
most attentive while his nei£^hbor is temporarily careless. What
is the significance of this check? The mechanical devices insure
that the two men will check each other upon the movement of the
signals, and unless the machines are tampered with it is mechan-
ically impossible for a clear signal to be given while a train is
In the block. The question is, will these checks prove absolutely
thorough, and the answer is that they probably will not, on the
basis that when a man knows that another man is looking over his
work, he instinctively tends to lose responsibility. It is thus
possible for a mistake to occur, although it is far less probable
than in the telegraphic block. Of course there is nothing to pre-
vent the engineraan from running by a danger signal in either case.
With the automatic block system, the personal equation
and downright carelessness are of great importance in their effect
upon efficiency. It is true that the signals are all thrown by
the train itself, and, from this consideration it would appear
d
that the human equation^id not enter at all.
There are really three distinct parts to the process
of efficient block signaling. One part consists of operating the
signal, another part consists of interpreting and obeying that
signal, and the third part consists of its proper maintenance.
We have already considered the operation of the three systems of
the
signaling. It has been pointed out that the operation oftele-
graphic block was dependent entirely upon the personal equation,
and that the controlled manual was dependent to a partial extent
upon it. Furthermore it was shown that the automatic block was
independent of the personal equation. With the interpretation
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let us
and obedlenoe of the signal orders./oonslder the effect of the
personal equation.
With the telegraphio "block, the engine-runner has to
receive his orders from the operator directly. The engine-runner
is required to get the clearance card before entering a block in
order to turn it in at the end of his run. He will not proceed,
therefore, until he has received his orders to do so. He can
be brought to account for a direct disobedience of this rule,
however; and as this is a malicious step he will not take it de-
liberately. He is certain to be reported if he should disobey
the signal. The sane may be said of the controlled manual system.
The operator will report disobedience of the danger signal imme-
diately, for his own protection. The matter of correctly inter-
preting the signal indication is really the same in all three
systems. The question of the engine-runner becoming suddenly
disabled is likev/ise unaffected by any of these systems.
All automatic signals are so wired and counterweighted
that any ordinary breakage of the apparatus or failure of the
circuits will send the signal to danger. It is a strict rule with
the engine-runners that they must come to a stop whenever a signal
is at danger, wait an interval of a moment or tv/o, and then pro-
ceed cautiously until the next clear signal is reached. Since
there is nobody to check the engine-runner , in order to insure
that he actually stops in such a case, he may slow down to a
few miles an hour without even stopping. There is a particular-
ly strong temptation to do this in case there is any difficulty
in maintaining his schedule. The results of such practice are
certainly most dangerous. There are several disastrous wrecks
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of recent ooonrrenoe to remind us that It is not unoommon prao-
tloe to do this, and the engine-runner is only partially to blame.
The public insists upon trains running fast and being on time
regardless of weather. The railroad officials, in order to main-
tain the prestige of the road with the public, admonish the en-
gine-runner in case of train delays. The outcome of this anom-
alous situation is that the engine-runner takes the chance of
a
running by/danger signal now and then, until, finally, a wreck
ensues. This aspect of the subject will be again emphasized in
the conclusion.
The effect of maintenance upon the safety and efficien-
cy of the block signal system remains to be discussed. With the
telegraphic block the apparatus is limited to such a small quan-
tity that the maintenance is not of great weight. The working
of all nearby signals can be tested by the operator during a few
minutes of his off-duty hours. With the controlled manual there
is far more to be attended to. The apparatus must be inspected.
The lights should be in working order and everything should be
ready for correct operation at any time. There is, however, this
check in the manual systems. Should the lights be out, or work-
ing poorly, the operator can see them. The advantage is that
since the operator is within sight of the lights, he can attend
to them.
The maintenance of apparatus on the automatic block
signals assumes a far more serious aspect. There is no human
check upon the condition of operation for hours at a time. The
circuits, batteries, and machines are all in great need of the
most careful attention. There is extreme difficulty in obtain-
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ing the right kind of men for this work, as they must perform
their duties in all kinds of weather with little effective super-
vision.
It is very necessary that the batteries v/ork correctly.
The cells must therefore be carefully inspected, and any trouble
promptly remedied. If the maintainor understands the principle
upon which the gravity cell works, he will know that the two sol-
utions should not be mixed. He will also kno?/ how to get at
little breaks in the line which otherwise might be overlooked.
If the mechanical apparatus is out of order, the automatic checks
of the mechanicjras usually afford protection against accidents.
Since maintenance is so very important in its proper
operations, the automatic block signal system should be cared
for frequently and regularly. It is particularly important that
the lamips be maintained in burning condition, as many of the sig-
nals are located at obscure points along the road where otherwise
they might be overlooked.
As this discussion would not be complete without tak-
ing up the factor of cost, it will now be dealt with. The fed-
eral "nine-hour law** which was passed a few years ago has had
an important bearing upon signaling. This law requires that any
railroad doing interstate business must not work an operator
more than nine consecutive hours. The blow which this law strikes
at the controlled manual systems is most serious. Formerly it
was possible to have two shifts per day, but it is now necessary
to have three in order to coniply with the law. The cost of oper-
ating the controlled manual system with this extra shift is in-
ore.sed nearly 50 per cent.
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The oost of installation of each of the several sys-
tens can be determined with a fair degree of accuracy. Of
course in the controlled manual signal towers may or may not
need to he erected for the work. This item, which will not be
considered below, because of its variant character, is an argu-
ment against the controlled manual.
In the presentation of the following data the writer
is indebted to Mr. W. H. Elliot of the Milwaukee system, to
Mr. J. B. Latimer of the Biirlington system, and to current edi-
torials in the Signal Engineer. Capitalizing the installation
oost at 6 per cent we find that the yearly charge for one mile
of signal system, including the cost of installing, maintaining
and operating is as follows:
Telegraphic Block I 58.27
Controlled Itoual 166.00
Automatic Block 72.00.
The oost of installation of the automatic block is
about ^400 per mile of single track, while the cost of the con-
trolled manual is between ^80 and $100 per mile. The greatest
factor in the operation of the controlled manual system is the
operators' pay. Since the nine-hour law has been passed, the
controlled manual has become very expensive to operate.
The question is frequently asked, "What is the present
tendency of the railroads in regard to the various signal sys-
tems?" The answer will be brought out in the following discus-
siont
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Number of Mllea of Railway in the United States Operated
by the Controlled Manual and the Automatic Block Systems «
1908 1910
Manual Block 47,875 miles 56,078 miles
Automatic Block 10,803 miles 20,324 miles
Prom this table it will be seen that the automatic block has
increased 100 per cent in the period 1908 to 1910.
Many railroads have been replacing the controlled man-
ual system with the automatic block system. On the Pennsylvania
railroad between Pittsburg and Hew York City there are at pres-
ent 77 miles of controlled manual. In the report for the year
ending January 1, 1913, it was stated that with the exception of
this 77 miles the entire main line from Hew York to Pittsburg
was under automatic block signals. It stated, further, that
while this 77 miles was still under controlled manual, they hoped
"to care for it as soon as possible." This spring the Chicago
and Northwestern is completing a strip of automatic block instal-
lation which runs from Evansville, Wisconsin, south thirty-five
miles. At the present time the Hew York, Chicago and St. Louis
is putting all of their lines in Indiana under automatic block
signals. One interesting point in this latter installation is
a clause in the operating rules requiring a two-minute wait before
a train may pass a home signal at danger.
The staff system is not extensively used in this coun-
try. There are, perhaps, six installations in all, none of them
being over 100 miles long. In the Cascade Tunnel in Washington,
the Great Northern railway has used the electric train staff sys-
tem for a number of years. They use the divided staff, the engin-
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oer taking one half and the fla^^man tho other. They uoe a som-
aphore to ai^nal when a ataff ia ready to be plokod up. It ia
expoctod that the aysten will be extended eaotward to Leavenworth,
Washington, and westward to STcykomish, V/ajhington, making the
total distance fifty-sever, miles. Tho solid staff will replace
the divided one now in use.
The train staff system is used in America only under
some such special conditions aa noted above. The Southern Pacific
is at present installing a staff system at Great Salt Lake. Tho
salt water causes so very many short circuits during the wet
weather that a track circuit is impossible.
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Y. COIICLUSIOII.
Up to this point of the thesis we have been chiefly oon-
oerned with the details of the various systems. Y/e have discussed
their origin, history and construction. We have also made con-
crete ooraparisons between them. Let ua now consider whether the
extensive growth of the automatic block is justifiable.
The people of the commonwealth are demanding federal
requirement of automatic blocks on all passenger-carrying railroads
The plea is making a strong platform for politicians, and numerous
committees are seeking data for Congress thereon. It seems certain
that in the near future block signaling will be required by law.
If the automatic block sj^tem, as it is now developed,
were universally adopted, it is well for us to realize +ust what
reduction in the number of accidents would likely occur. Colonel
Henry G. Prout has made a most thorough and commendable investi-
gation of the question of railroad accidents, and his conclusions
are sumiarized in this one sentence. "If every foot of track in
the United States were blocked, our train accidents would be re-
duced almost 50 per cent.** Since, however, the train accidents
represent only 2S per cent of the total fatalities, the reduction
in the total number of persons killed each year in train wrecks
would be only about 11 per cent.
The people are demanding too much of the signal systems.
Their demands are probably based upon the reports they read from
English railways. They recall that the English railroads did not
kill a man in 1908, and that in each year the fatalities have
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been oonaistently low. They draw the illogical oonolualon that
the number of our fatalities could be liie same. The conditions
In the two countries, however, are not the same. Since the act
of 1839 the Board of Trade of Great Britain has had the power to
condecm any railroad crossing which is not properly protected.
All grade crossings must be protected by gates, which are nor-
mally closed. Here are items which materially cut dovm the death
toll. Many uninformed molders of public opinion, however, demand
that the block signal systems should do for America what the
rulings of the Board of Trade are doing for England.
In addition to these demands for safety, the people
demand speed. They invariably take the faster train, when given
the choice. By their very patronage of fast trains they make
their demand effective.
Statistics from automatic block systems show that out
of every 225,000 indications given there is one wrong movement.
Remembering also that this one incorrect signal movement may not
cause a wreck, it appears that the principal cause of American
railroad accidents, in so far as they are due to faults of signal-
ing, are not due to defects of the mechanical design of the auto-
matic block signaling, but to human carelessness.
As regards human carelessness, we may say that a more
rigid discipline among our railway employees is a crying need
at the present time. Engine runners disobey important rules con-
tinually in order to keep to their schedule. Brirogirig in a train
late usually requires an oral and sometimes a written explanation.
If an engineer has to break a rule to be on time, he will very
likely not be brought to account for it, with this one exception.
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The exception is a wreok. Uhen a rnan'a reputation and standing
with his employer are baaed upon the results he obtains, as are
the engine-runner's, it is no wonder tliat suoh conditions lead
men to become careless of rules. An additional weight to this
carelessness will be added by the confidence that the average
engine-runner has in the automatic system. The very fact that it
is "automatic" makes him less careful than he otherwise would be.
The application of this carelessness on the automatic
block is found when the engine-runner runs by a home signal at
I
danger. There are two remedies offered for this lone draw-back
!
I
to the automatic block system. One remedy is the placement of
derails, or automatic stops at the home signals. The derail is
a piece of steel which fits upon the rail and throws the car
wheels off onto the ties in case the signal is at danger. It is
j
inapplicable to high speeds. The automatic stop is a device
i
whereby the engine is brought to stop by means of certain levers
on the engine. One of the levers is fastened to the brakes, and
throttle. Another hangs below the engine frame. When the signal
goes to danger a bar is raised between the rails. This bar catches
the lever and thus shuts off the steam and applies the brakes.
The second remedy is the education of the men. They
should not only understand the technical requirements of good sig-
naling, but they should realize their duty to the railroad and
to the people. They are entrusted with the lives of every passen-
ger on the train, and they should exhibit as much regard for the
travelers as the captain of a ship 1,000 miles from shore. Pam-
phlets may be used to instil this spirit of duty, or officials
may give talks to the men at the meetings of their brotherhoods.
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Then again the idea of making up time in "bad weather or otherv/ise
taking ohanoes in order to get the train in on time should be dia-
oouraged, and every step whioh makes for oaution should be wel-
comed by the officials. The question is surely an important one,
and is likely to command more and more interest until it is solved.
The automatic block signal system has justified both
its extensive growth of 100 per cent in the last four years, and
its replacement of the controlled manual on lines like the Penn-
sylvania Railroad and the llew York Central Railroad, on the fol-
lowing grounds.
Considering both the cost of installation and the cost
of operation and maintenance, it is the cheapest system.
Considering the question of safety, it offers the best
opportunities of any system, and whatever it has lacked in this
respect in the past has been due almost entirely to a mistaken
effort to satisfy the speed-craze of the American traveling public,
rather than to any inherent mechanical defect in the system.
Considering the question of efficiency, it is the best
because it is practical to have shorter blocks, and because it ia
not necessary to slow up at the end of each block as with the
Sykes system and with the electric train sta-ff system.
In spite of both its inelasticity to varied train move-
ments, and its tendencies to make employees careless, it is still
the most desirable system; and the writer has come to the con-
clusion that the growth of the automatic block system on American
railroads is entirely justified, and that its extensive adoption
is of a substantial nature.
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